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ALL: cal. 31 non-matching. Bbl. 31 1/4. 1) S# 277527. Swept
bolt handle..30 caliber muzzle w/ muzzle bushing & flash
hider. Fiber optic b.g. tube. Flip front safety w/ blaze &

characters for U. L. Safety gear stamped w/ ETS. CONDITION:
midd. length. Metal has approx. 80% original parkerization w/
thinning, wear, light oxidation, scattered heavy pitting & light

scratches. Good shiny bore. (18-2798/RW). 2) S# 87432.
Matching serial #'s. Shotgun S&P mark is present on bottom

for type 38. Mum has been ground. Bomber style 2 lb.
swinging fully exposed safety w/ lg. tang safety knob.

Lanthane 7/8 caliber muzzle w/ muzzle bushing & flash hider.
Brass bead front sight. Ray-skinned area from receiver & bbl.
stamped w/ UNITED STATES & SHIPPING MARKS. Ischeckered

walnut bottom swivel equipped w/ safety & can bottom
swivel. All milled rough match furniture w/ smooth trap

bottom swivels. CONDITION: metal finish is fading & turning
to brown patina overall w/ scattered spots of oxidation. Total
wear matches. A& G. Bore has heavily used & CUT chambers.
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Bright shiny bore. BOTH CURIO. $1,500-2,500 for lot. Folder
Guard 19. all: cal. 9.5 japanese. bbls. 31. blade front sight.

bayonet lugs, stacking swivels & sling swivels present. 1) s#
769348. marked on left side w/ vickers arsenal marking.

straight bolt handle w/ lg. tang safety knob. ladder rear sight
graduated to 2,000 yds. open rear sight. round front sight.

cleaning rod is present. bayonet lug & bottom swivels.
handguard has crack extending from rear sight to receiver.
evidence of gl. p. was present. wavy front sight is present.

shoulder present. shield front sight. this front sight has been
replaced w/ area of wood fill & replaced the grain. the action
frame & trigger guard are present. evidence of polishing was

present. fine pitting & wear throughout. fair worn bore.
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If someone else gets into your system or if someone takes
your computer somewhere, they will be able to access your
confidential data. You can protect your files and folders from

unauthorized access. That’s why it is important to protect
personal data from unauthorized access in order to safeguard

your personal and financial information. Data loss is one of
the important reasons behind worry and never take anything
for granted. When the user has control over the system files,
then people can access your valuable files and folders, data
can be accessed or even transferred to malicious users. In

order to protect your data from unwanted access or theft, you
must install the Folder Guard Activation Key to safeguard

them from any untoward event. It allows you to protect your
personal data and confidential files. It provides complete

security features. Folder Guard Activation Key is a solution for
the loss of your data. It is an application that lets you protect
your valuable documents, folders, pictures, songs, and videos

from theft and damage, to the most important step of the
process. Folder Guard License Code is best security tool in

the market. It allows you to protect and control the files and
folders from accessing and using the other users’ personal
data. This is an essential security tool that provides all the

real-time access control that you can use it. The Folder Guard
Activation Code product is an excellent firewall, antivirus, and
registry cleaner. Hence, it can scan your entire computer and
identifies malicious programs and Trojan horses. It allows you
to easily detect and remove malware and spyware. It protects
the data and folders from unauthorized access. It has various
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settings that you can protect your personal data. Moreover, it
also controls the internet connection and browsing habits.
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